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In these dialects rice is pronounced [r aa s]. African-American Vernacular Engti5fr
(AAVE) sharesmany vowels with Southern American English and also has indir:;ual words with specific pronunciations, such as [b ih d n ih s] for businessand [ae I
s] for asft. For older speakersor those not from the American West or Midwest. rhc
words caught and cot have different vowels ([k ao t] and [k aa t], respectively). Your_;
American speakersor those from the West pronounce the two words cot and cauE;.:
the same;the vowels [ao] and laal areusually not distinguishedin thesedialectsexcelc
before [r]. For speakersof some American and most non-American dialects of Engli.:
(e.g.,AustralianEnglish),the wordsMary (lm ey r iyl), marry (fm ae r iyl), andmer([m eh r iy]) are all pronounced differently. Many American speakerspronounce ai
three of thesewords identically as ([m eh r iy]).
Other sociolinguistic differences are due to register or style; a speakermight prcnounce the same word differently depending on the social situation or the identitl t-,the interlocutor. One of the most well-studied examplesof style variation is the suffil
-ing (as in something),which can be pronounced [ih ng] or [ih n] (this is often wrifrer
somethin'). Most speakersuse both forms; as Labov (1966) shows,they use tih ng_
when they are being more formal, and [ih n] when more casual. Wald and Shoper,
(1981)found that men aremore likely to usethe non-standardform [ih n] than women.
that both men and women are more likely to use more of the standardform [ih n,s
when the addresseeis a women, and that men (but not women) tend to switch to [ih n:
when they are talking with friends.
Many of theseresults on predicting variation rely on logistic regressionon phonetically transcribed corpora, a technique with a long history in the analysis of phonetic
variation (Cedergrenand Sankoff, 7974),particularly with the VARBRUL and GOLDVARB software (Rand and Sankoff, 1990).
Finally, the detailed acousticrealization of a particular phone is very strongly influenced by coarticulation with its neighboring phones. We return to these fine-grained
phonetic detailsin the following chapters(section 8.4 and Section 10.3) after we introduceacousticohonetics.
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7.4 AcousticPhoneticsand Signals
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We begin with a brief introduction to the acoustic waveform and how it is digitized
and summarize the idea of frequency analysis and spectra. This is an extremely brief
overview; the interestedreaderis encouragedto consult the referencesat the end of the
chapter.

Si

7.4.I Waves
1\

Acoustic analysisis basedon the sine and cosinefunctions. Figure 7.12 showsa plot
of a sine wave, in particular the function

y : A* sin(2nft)

(1.2)

where we have set the amplitude A to 1 and the frequency / to 10 cycles per second.
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A sine wave with a frequency of 10 Hz and an amplitude of 1
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Recall from basic mathematicsthat two important characteristicsof a wave are
wave
a
that
a
second
times
of
number
frequency and amplitude. The frequency is the
cycles
rep;ats itself, that is, the number of cycles. We usually measurefrequency in
10
hence
.5
seconds,
in
times
5
itself
per second. The signal in Fig. 7.I2 repeats
the
so
Hz),
to
(shortened
hertz
called
cycles p". second.Cycles per secondare usually
wave
ti"quency inFig. 1.12 would be describedas 10 Hz. The amplitude A of a sine
is the maximum value on the Y axis.
The period T of the wave is defined as the time it takes for one cycle to complete,
definedas

r:+

Q 3)

J

Z : 'l
In Fig. 7 .12 we can see that each cycle lasts a tenth of a second;hence
seconds.

7,4.2 SpeechSoundWaves

Sampling
Sampling rate

recognizer,
Let's turn from hypothetical waves to sound waves. The input to a speech
These
Iike the input to the human ear, is a complex seriesof changesin air pressure.
the
by
caused
changes in air pressure obviously originate with the speaker and are
we
cavities.
,p..ifl" way that air passesthrough the glottis and out the oral or nasal
by plottingthe changein air pressureover time. One metaphor
represent,o.rnd
-uu".
helps in understandingthese graphs is that of a vertical plate blockwhich sometimes
mouth, or
ing the air pressurewaves (perhapsin a microphone in front of a speaker's
compression or rarthe eardrum in a hearer'sear). The graph measuresthe amount of
short
efaction (uncompression)of the air molecules at this plate. Figure 7.13 shows a
of
segmentof a waveform taken from the Switchboard corpus of telephone speech the
vowel [iy] from someonesaying "she just had a baby".
Let's explore how the digital representationof the sound wave shown in Fig. 7.13
would be constructed.The first step in processingspeechis to convert the analog representations(first air pressureand then analog electric signals in a microphone) into
a digital signal. This process of analog-to-digital conversion has two steps: sampling and quantization. To sample a signal, we measureits amplitude at a particular
iime; ttre sampling rate is the number of samples taken per second. To accurately
measurea wave, we must have at least two samplesin each cycle: one measuring the
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A waveform of the vowel [iy] from an ,tteranie sho*n late, in Fig. 7.17 on page 236.
The y-arri.
shows the level of air pressure above and below normal atmospheric
pressure. The x-axis shows time. Notice tha:

the wave repeats regularly.

Nyquistfrequency

Telephone
bandwidth
Wideband

Quantization

Channel

positive part of the wave and one measuring the negative part.
More than two samples per cycle increasesthe amplitude accuracy,but fewer than
two samplescausesthe
frequency of the wave to be completely missed. Thus, the maximum
frequency wa'e
that can be measuredis one whose frequency is half the samplerate (slnce
every cycle
needstwo samples). This maximum frequency for a given sampling rate
is called the
Nyquist frequency. Most information in human speechis in frequen-cies
below 10,000
Hz; thus, a 20,000 Hz sampling rate wourd be necessaryfor complete
accuracy. But
telephone speechis filtered by the switching network, and only frequencies
less than
4,000 Hz are transmitted by telephones.Thus, an g,000 Hz samplin!
rate is sufficient
for telephone-bandwidth speechlike the switchboard corpus.
e rolooo Hz sampling
rate (sometimescalled wideband) is often used for microphone
speech.
Even an 8,000 Hz sampling rate requires g000 ampliiude measurements
for each
secondof speech'so it is important to store amplitude measurements
efficientlv. Thev
are usually stored as integers, either g bit (values from -l2g_127)
or 16 bitjvaluei
from -32768-32167). This processof representingreal-valued numbers
as integers is
called quantization becausethe difference between two integers
acts as a minimum
granularity (a quantum size) and all values that arecloser tog;ther
than this quantum
size are representedidentically.
once data is quantized, it is stored in various formats. one parameter
of these
formats is the sample rate and sample size discussedabove; telephone
speechis often
sampled at 8 kHz and stored as S-bit samples,and microphone data is
often sampled
at 16 kHz and stored as 16-bit samples. Another p*u-"t",
of these fbrmats is the
number of channels. For stereodata or for two-pafty conversations,we can
store both
channels in the same file or we can store them in separatefiles. A flnal parameter
is
individual sample storage-linearly or compressed.One common compression
fbrmat
used for telephone speechis pJaw (often written u-law but still pronounced
muJaw).
The intuition of log compressionalgorithms like
,u-law is that human hearing is more
sensitiveat small intensities than large ones; the log representssmall values
with more
faithfulness at the expenseofmore error on large values. The linear (unlogged)
values
are generallyreferred to aslinear PCM values(PCM standsfor pulse
code modulation,
but never mind that). Here's the equation for compressinga linear pcM
sample value
x to S-bit ,aJaw,(where U=255 for 8 bits):
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digitized waveThere are a number of standardfile formats for storing the resulting
have special
which
of
all
AU,
Sun's
and
AIFF
file, such as Microsoft,S .wav' Apple's
...u*'i fiI", are also used. For example,the .wav format is a
headers;simple headerless
is a general format that
subsetof Microsoft's RIFF format for multimedia files; RIFF
information' Fig]ute 7 '14
can representa series of nested chunks of data and control
0.03875

showsasimple.wavfllewithasingledatachunktogetherwithitsformatchunk.
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7,4.3 Frequency and Amplitude; Pitch and Loudness
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amplitude' and
Sound waves, like all waves, can be described in terms of frequency,
soundwaves!
In
waves'
pure
sine
for
earlier
the other characteristicsthat we introduced
consider
I-et's
waves.
sine
for
were
they
as
measure
these are not quite as simple to
is
nonetheless
wave
the
sine,
a
exactly
not
although
frequency. Note in nig. l.tz that
in the
p"riodi",-r"p"ating l0iimes in the 38.75milliseconds(.03875seconds)captured
Hz.
or
258
10/.03875
is
wave
the
of
segment
ngur". Thus, the irequency of this
W h e re d o e s th i speri odi c25S H zw avecomefrom?Itcomesfromthespeedof
the vowel [iy]' it
vibration of the vocal folds; since the waveform in Fig. 7.13 is from
of the vocai
closing
and
openings
regular
by
caused
is voiced. Recall that voicing is
creating a
lungs'
the
through
up
pushing
is
air
folds. When the vocal folds are open,
pressurefrom the lungs'
region of high pressure.When the ?olds are closed, there is no
peaks in amplitude
regular
to
see
expect
we
ttus, whenlhe vocal folds are vibrating,
an opening of the
to
peak
coresponding
major
of the kind we see in Fig. 7.I3, each
of the complex
frequency
the
or
vibration,
fold
vocal
vocal folds. The frequenly of the
F0'
abbreviated
often
waveform'
the
of
frequency
wave, is called the tunJamental
W e c a n p l o tF 0 o v e rt i mei napi tchtrack.Fi gureT.15show sthepi tchtrackofash or t
,1hree o'clock?" reiresented below the waveform. Note the rise in F0 at the
question,
end of the question.
variation; presThe vertical axis in Fig. 7 .13 measuresthe amount of air pressure
vertical axis
the
on
value
(Pa)'
high
A
Pascals
in
sure is force per unit *"u,
in
time, a zero
point
that
at
-"urur"d
pressure
air
more
is
(a high amptltuoe; indicates that there
means
value
negative
a
and
pressure,
air
(atmospheric)
value means there is normal
(rarefaction)'
there is lower than normal air pressure
need
In addition to this value oi the amplitude at any point in time' we also often
how
of
idea
some
us
give
to
range,
time
some
to know the average amplitude over
just
average
the
take
can't
we
But
is.
pressure
air
great the averagedisplacementof
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of the amplitude values over a fange; the positive and negativevalues would
RMS
the
use
generally
we
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Pitch track of the question "Three o'ctock?", shown below the wavefile. Note the
rise in F0 at the end of the question. Note the lack of pitch trace during the very quiet part (the
(ro"'
of "o'clock"; automatic pitch tracking is basedon counting the pulsesin the voiced regions.
and doesn't work ifthere is no voicing (or insufficient sound).

(root-mean-square)amplitude, which squareseach number before averaging (making
it positive), and then takes the squareroot at the end.

RMS amplitud"L, :

li,,
N ?"-'.

(7s)

The power of the signal is related to the squareof the amplitude. If the number of
samplesof a sound is N, the power is
Power:

Intensity

t$"e

(7.6)

N +1'"'

Rather than power, we more often refer to the intensity of the sound, which normalizes the power to the human auditory threshold and is measuredin dB. If Ps is the
auditory threshold pressure= 2 x l0 s Pa, then intensity is defined as follows:
IN

Intensityl0logls#>.ri
/v r0

(1.'7)

,_,

pitch

,il

Figure 7.16 shows an intensity plot for the sentence"Is it a long movie?" from the
CallHome corpus, again shown below the waveform plot.
Two important perceptualproperties,pitch and loudness, are related to frequency
and intensity. The pitch of a sound is the mental sensation,or perceptualcorrelate, of
fundamental frequency; in general, if a sound has a higher fundamental frequency we
perceiveit as having a higher pitch. We say "in general" becausethe relationship is not
linear, since human hearing has different acuities for different frequencies. Roughly
speaking,human pitch perception is most accuratebetween 100 Hz and 1000 Hz and
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Intensityptot for,n" r.nr.i
E|[@ffl
eachvowelandtheespeciallyhigh peakfor theword /one.
in this range pitch correrateslinearly with frequency. Human
hearing representsfie_
quenciesabove1000Hz lessaccurately,and abovethis
range,pitch correlateslogarith_
mically with frequency.Logarithmic representationmeans
that the differencesbetween
high frequenciesare compressedand hence not as accurately
perceived.There are var_
ious psychoacousticmodelsof pitch perceptionscales.One
common model is the mel
scale (Stevenset al., 1937; Stevensand vorkmann, 1940).
A mel is a unit of pitch
defined such that pairs of soundswhich are perceptually
equidistant in pitch are separated by an equal number of mels. The mel frequency m
canbe computed from the raw
acousticfrequencyas follows:

t',
m: 1121Ln(l
t

700'

taction

(7.8)

We return to the mel scale in Chapter 9 when we introduce the MFCC
representation of speechusedin speechrecognition.
The loudnessof a soundis the perceptualconelate of the power.
So soundswith
higher amplitudesareperceivedas louder,but againthe
relationshipis not linear First
of all, as we mentionedabove when we defined pr-law compression,humans have
greaterresolution in the low-power range; the ear is more
sensitiveto small power
differences.Second,it turns out that there is a complex relationship
betweenpora.,
frequency,and perceivedloudness;soundsin certainir"qu.n"y
rangesareperceivedas
being louder than those in other frequency ranges.
various algorithms exist for automatically extracting F0.
In a slight abuseof terminology, these are called pitch extraction algorithmsl
The autocorrelation method
of pitch extraction,forexample, correlatesthe signalr,vith
itself at variousoffsets.The
offset that gives the highest correlation gives the period
of the signal. other methods
for pitch extraction are basedon the cepstralfeatuies we
introduce rn Chapter 9. There
are variouspublicly availablepitch extractiontoolkits;
for example,an augmentedautocorrelation pitch tracker is provided rvith Praat (Boersma
and weenink. 2005).
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7.4.4 Interpretation of Phonesfrom
M u c h c a n b el earnedfi omavi sual i nspecti onofaw aveform.Forexamp
le. vor ri;e'
vowels
vowels are voiced; another property of
are pretty easy to spot' Recall that
intensity plot i
.Ju,iu"fy.foud (as we can see in the
that they tend to U" fong unJ*"
is relate;
itself directly on the x-axis' t{ 1::9**t
Fie. 7.16). Length in ti"i" *unif"sts
voicir;
that
section
the y-axis' We su* in the previous
to (tne squareof; amplituOeon
i s re a l i z e d byregul arp" ut,l nu-ptl .ua" oftheki nd' " ,u* i nFi
g.7.13,each m alcl
Figure 7'17 shows the waveforr
th"
peak correspondingto ;;;G;f
Y:t:lfolds' labeled this waveform with rvor;
a baby" We have
of the short sentence ,fr"l'rU hai
[ae]' [a-t "
eachof the six vowels \nFig.7 '17, [iy], [ax],
and phonelabels. Notice ihut

ffi:iii

voicing'
peaksindicating
all haveregularamplitude

F b ra stopconsonant' w hi chconsi stsofacl osurefol l owburst
edbyarelease'wecan
of amplitude' we
,it"n"" rolowed by a slight
n"*
or
rllence
p"rioJor
u
see
often
in baby inFig' 1 'fi '
can seethis for both of the [b]'s
A n o th erphonethati softenqoi t" ," " ogni zabl ei naw l l e-formi
safricat
ive.
Re.
a narwhen
made
veiy stridenifricatives like [sh], are
especially
fri""ti*;,
that
call
hissy soundshuu:,:
norry, iuruot"nt air. The resulting
row channel fbr airflow causes
noisy'irregul-*"*r""".Thiscanb's""nsomewhatinFig.7.17;it,sevenclearerrn
just the flrst word she'
Fig. 7'18, wherewe've magnified

7.4.5 Spectraand the FrequencyDomain
Whilesomebroadphoneticf.eatures(suchasenergy,.pitch,andthepresenceofvoicmost
b" interpreted directly from the waveform'
ir fricatives)
ing, stop
"un
"fo*'"',
computationalapplicationssuchasspeechrecognition(aswellashumanauditoryproof its component
representationlt tn" sound in terms
cessing)ur" ouria on a different
can be reprewave
.it inrigt t of Fourier analysis is that every complex
frequencies.
waveform
the
consider
"
oi iir"rent frequencies.
sentedas a sum of many sine *uu",
waveforms'
sine
two
created (in Praat) by summing
in Fig. 7.19. This waveform was
100 Hz'
offrequency
one
one ofllequency 10 Hz and
with a spectrum' The spectfum
frequencies
component
two
we can representthese
spectrum
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firstword..she,'extractedfromthewavefileinFig.
=,-erence
fricative
the
of
noise
random
[sh] and the regular voicing of the vowel [iy]'
the
between
r.r

di. ,"affin,

Notice the

waveforms,oneof frequency10Hz (note
ffie
of
window)andone frequency100Hz, bothof amplitude1'
in thehalf-second

of a signal is a representationof eachof its frequency componentsand their amplitudes'
x-axis and
nigure l.ZO showsthe spectrumof Fig.7.19. Frequencyin Hz is on the
and
one at
10
Hz
at
one
figure,
the
in
ariplitude on the y-axis. Note the two spikes
waveform,
the
original
of
representation
100 Hz. Thus, the spectrum is an alternative
a sound wave
and we use the spectrumas a tool to study the componentfrequenciesof
at a parlicular time Point.
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The spectrumof thewaveformin Fig. 7.19.

7
Let's look now at the frequencYcomponents of a speechwaveform. Figtne '2I
senthe
from
out
cut
had,
word
the
of
shows part of the waveform for the vowel [ae]
tenceshown inFig. 7 .17.
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Time (s)

The wavefom of part of the vowel
[ae] from thiworaTrd
waveformshownin Fig.7.l7.

o.04275

cut out f.om

Note that thereis a complex wave that repeats
about ten times in the figure; but there
is also a smaller repeatedwave that repeats
four times for every rarger pattern (notic;
the four small peaksinside eachrepeatedwave).
"hu,
The complex *uu"
a frequency or
abofi234Hz (we can figure thig out sinceit
repeatsroughry 10 times in.0427seconds.
and 10 cycles/.0427seconds=234H2\.
The smaller wave then
frequency of roughly four times rhe frequencr
*:rl1!T_"
of the larger wave, or roughly
936 Hz." Then, if you tooi .-"rrttt;;"
see r*,rr
little waves on the peak of many of the 936
Hz waves. The frequency of"un
this tinies:
wave.mustbe roughly twice that of the 936
Hz wave, hence 7g72Hz.
Figure 'r.22 showsa smoothed spectrum for
the waveform inFig. 7.2r,computed
with a discreteFourier transform (DFD.

r
o
o
I

^'r^--,.--'l

2000
Frequency
(Hz)

A spectrumforrhevowel
IWEZ
tae)f
a babyinFig.7.l7.
The x-axis of a spectrum shows frequency, and
the y-axis shows some measure
^
of the magnitude of each frequen"y
(in decibels (dB), a l0garithmic mea_
"o-pon"nt
sure of amplitude that we saw earlier).
Thus,
shows ,ig"inl*,
fiequencr
componenrsat around 930 Hz, 1960 Hz, and ^Fig._7.22
3020 Hz, along *itf,ma.ry other lower_
magnitudefrequencycomponents.Thesefirst
two componentsarejust what we noticed
in the time domainby looking at the wave inFig.7.21l
why is a spectrum useful? It turns out that
these spectral peaks that are easilr
visible in a spectrum are characteristicof different
phones;phones h"";;;,#;i;
spectral"signatures". Just as chemical elements
give off different wavelengthsof light
when they burn, allowing us to detectelements
in starsby looking at the spectrumof the
light, we can detectthe characteristicsignature
of the different phonesby looking at the
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spectrum of a waveform. This use of spectral information is essentialto both human
and machine speechrecognition. In human audition, the function of the cochlea, or
inner ear, is to compute a spectrumof the incoming waveform. Similarly, the various
kinds of acoustic featuresused in speechrecognition as the HMM observation are all
different representationsof spectralinformation.
Let's look at the spectrum of different vowels. Since some vowels change over
time, we'll use a differentkind of plot calleda spectrogram. While a spectrumshows
the frequency componentsof a wave at one point in time, a spectrogram is a way of
envisioning how the different frequenciesthat make up a waveform changeover time.
The.r-axis showstime, as it did for the waveform, but the y-axis now shorvsfrequencies
inhertz. The darknessof a point on a spectrogramcorrespondsto the amplitude of the
frequency component. Very dark points have high amplitude, light points have low
amplitude. Thus, the spectrogramis a useful way of visualizing the three dimensions
(time x frequency x amplitude).
Figure 7.23 showsspectrogramsof three American English vowels, [ih], [ae], and
[ah]. Note that each vowel has a set of dark bars at various frequency bands, slightly
different bandsfor each vowel. Each of theserepresentsthe samekind of spectralpeak
thatwe s aw in P ig .7 .2 l .

I

Spectrogramsfor three American English vowels, [ih], [ae], and [uh], spokenby

thefirst author.
Each dark bar (or spectralpeak) is called a formant. As we discussbelorv, a formant is a frequencyband that is parlicularly amplified by the vocal tract. Since different
vowels are produced with the vocal tract in different positions, they will produce difLet's look at the first two formants,called
ferentkinds of ampliflcationsor resonances.
that
Fl,
dark
bar
closest
to
the bottom,is in a differentpositionfor
the
F1 and F2. Note
(centered
at about 470 Hz) and somewhathigher for
the three vowels; it's low for [ih]
(somewhere
around800 Hz). By contrast,F2,the seconddark bar from
[ae] and [ah]
the bottom, is highestfor [ih], in the middle for [ae], and lowest for [ah]
We can seethe sameformants in running speech,although the reduction and coarmake them somewhatharder to see. Figure 7.24 shows the spectiCUlatiOnpIOCeSSeS
trogramof "shejust had a baby", whosewaveformwas shownin Fig.7 .17. Fl and F2
(and also F3) are pretty clear for the laxl of just, the [ae] of had, and the leyl of baby.
What specific clues can spectralrepresentationsgive for phone identification? First,
since different vowels have their formants at characteristic places, the spectrum can
distinguish vowels from each other. We've seenthat [ae] in the sample waveform had
formants aI 930 Hz, 1860 Hz, and 3020 Hz. Consider the vowel [iy] at the beginning
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Time(s)

1.059

,,sheju
A spectrogram
of the sentence
IgJW'f)
canthinkofa spectrogram
asa coliectionofspectra(timeslices),iit. ng. 7.22placedend
to end.
of the utterancein Fig. r .17. The spectuumfor this vowel
is shown in rig. 7 .25. The
first formant of tiyl is 540 Hz, much lower than the first
formant for [ae], and the
secondformant (258r Hz) is much higher than the secondformant
for [ae]. If you root
carefully, you can seetheseformants as dark bars in Fig.7.24 justaround
0.5 seconds

A smoothed(LPC) spectrumfor rhe uo*@
tW@
baby'Notethatthefirst formant(540 Hz) is muchlowerthanthefirst formant
for [ae]shownin

Fig.7.22, and the secondformant (25g1 Hz) is much higher than the
secondfor-ant

ior [ae1

The location of the first two formants (called Fl and F2) plays
a large role in de_
termining vowel identity, although the formants still differ from
speakerto speaker.
Higher formants tend to be causedmore by generarcharacteristics
oi a speaker,svocal
tract rather than by individual vowels. Formants also can
be used to identify the nasal
phones[n], [m], and [ng] and the liquids and
[t]
[r].

7.4.6 The Source-FilterModel
Source-flter
model

why do different vowels have different spectral signatures?
As we briefly mentioned
above,the formants are causedby the resonantcavities
of the mouth. The source-filter
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modeling how the pulses
the acoustics of sound by
,a
model is a way of explaining
(the filter)'
are shapedbv the vocal tract
producedby the glottis titt" t3"t""l
the vibration in air
as
such
wave
Whenever *" n# a
Let's see how thls *"'t''
is anotherwave
wave also has harmonics. A harmonic
causedby the glottal prl;,;"
for example' a ll5 Hz
of the fundam"ntut *uu"' Thus'
whose frequency i's a '"*ftipf"

;,.;;i;i4;1rh':*i:ll#l*":':*l**tft
,',1i'T;"i.3*?ill
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